Solution brief

Navisite Azure Management
Services for Healthcare

Decrease costs, increase flexibility, compliance and security.

Microsoft Azure is the fastest
growing cloud platform, in no
small measure because it offers
the largest amount of compliance
protections of any public cloud
provider, especially HIPAA, with
its 86 services.
Scalability, analytics and multi-cloud implementation
support are some of the main reasons for Azure’s
popularity among healthcare CIOs. Azure is powerful,
robust and complex. If you’re thinking about Microsoft
Azure, you’ll want to consider a reliable managed cloud
service partner to simplify embarking on your cloud
journey and to ensure your organization gets the business
value from Azure that you expect.
Migration and management challenges
Microsoft Azure is an excellent cloud platform for building
new cloud-native applications as well as migrating
onpremises applications. Once you’re live on Azure, your
IT team needs to manage these applications as Azure—
and your business application requirements—evolve.
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To accomplish this, you need a comprehensive service
assurance and governance plan, and the expertise and
skills to manage your Azure implementation effectively
and to commit resources, efficiently. We can augment
your IT team and save you effort and resources, while
reducing the expense and project risk of deploying critical
business processes and applications to the Microsoft
Azure cloud, and we can provide the expert security and
HIPAA compliance management you need.
Navisite managed Azure
The Navisite Managed Azure service is designed to make
deployment, migration and management of your Azure
cloud as simple and successful as possible. Our experts
will work with you to cut through the complexity of
Azure to assess, plan and complete a secure and efficient
managed migration or new application deployment.
Once live, we will relieve the burden of proactive Azure
monitoring, maintenance and support—keeping you
informed at all times with a 360-degree view of your
environment via the Navisite Proximity client interface. As
a result, your enterprise will save time and IT resources,
while reducing risk and downtime.
Your business comes first
Our unique approach to managed Azure centers on how
we work with you. We take a business-first approach
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comprehensive always-on monitoring runs across a
range of cloud services, including multi-cloud instances
and networks, and can cover your Azure public cloud
implementation and any private cloud deployment you
may also be running.
Security and HIPAA compliance
Our Managed Azure service includes expert security
and compliance management specific to healthcare
organizations. We provide market-leading security tools,
expert security management, 24x7 monitoring and
all of the controls required for you to meet HIPAA
compliance. We are also willing to sign HIPAA Business
Associate Agreements.
to align IT operations with your business needs to
support continuous innovation. With Navisite Managed
Azure, we design and build an Azure architecture
with an application-centric viewpoint, and rightsize
your infrastructure so it meets your business and
technical requirements. Because we are a managed
service, we share responsibility for the jointly designed
infrastructure that we collaboratively manage with you.
Tailored and optimized
We strive to create solutions designed specifically
for your business application and data needs.
Our workload-based approach delivers tailored
infrastructure architecture, unlike pre-packaged,
one-size-fits-all infrastructure deployments offered
by others. We further seek to optimize your Azure
infrastructure to manage cost, reduce risk and reduce
downtime. And, we make sure the architecture
is flexible and configured to deliver the agility to handle
change as your business needs evolve.
A fully-transparent, co-managed solution
The Navisite Proximity client interface provides a
360-degree, fully-transparent view of your entire cloud
infrastructure – including Azure and other private or
public clouds – empowering you to make the most of
your cloud investments. We provide a co-managed
solution with an assigned service manager from
Navisite, so details about the status, performance and
usage of your cloud assets are available 24x7 to your IT
team.
Proactive management
Proactive usage analytics anticipate future Azure
infrastructure needs, allowing you to plan ahead and
smoothly scale up or down as required. We offer
automated alerting to identify potential technical
issues before they impact business processes. Our
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17-plus year Microsoft partnership
Navisite is heavily invested in Microsoft, and we’re able to
provide expert services to manage your Azure cloud with
over 450 Microsoft-certified engineers and administrators.
Navisite is an Azure Expert MSP and Azure Center of
Excellence, giving you the “power of two” that comes
from close alignment with Microsoft. Our Managed Azure
service includes direct escalation to Microsoft Premier
Support on your behalf, when needed, for the fastest
incident resolution.
Contact us to learn more about how we can support you on
your Microsoft Azure for Healthcare implementation and
management journey.
About Navisite
Navisite, LLC, a part of Spectrum Enterprise, is a leading
international provider of managed cloud services, including
managed multi-cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Managed
Office 365 and Managed Applications. Navisite provides a
full portfolio of dependable and scalable managed services,
enabling organizations to extend their data centers with hybrid,
private and multiple public clouds. Organizations can outsource
IT infrastructure to Navisite to maximize the agility and value of
their IT investments. With more than 1,400 certifications held
by Navisite employees, including 117+ in Azure alone, we deliver
customized solutions through an international footprint of stateof-the-art data centers.

For more information visit our
Azure Management Services
page, navisite.com or navisite.
co.uk, or call us at
(888) 298-8222.
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